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Abstract 

High-time-resolution (3-hour) PM2.5 samples were collected simultaneously from the rural 

and urban areas in the Yangtze River Delta region during winter. The aerosol samples were 

analyzed for carbonaceous components, organic tracers, water-soluble inorganic ions and 

stable carbon (δ
13

C) and nitrogen (δ
15

N) isotopic compositions of total carbon and total 

nitrogen. The values of PM2.5 and secondary organic carbon (SOC) for both sampling sites 

were observed 2 times higher in haze events compare to those in clear days, implying severe 

pollution occurred by photochemical oxidation during haze periods. The PM mass of rural 

samples showed similar temporal trend and significant correlation with the urban PM, 

reflecting pollution sources or their formation process are most likely identical. Diurnal 

variations of PM2.5 and carbonaceous components revealed that pollution levels increased at 

daytime due to the photochemical oxidation. In addition, SOC and OC were influenced by the 

relative humidity (RH%) and temperature (T °C), indicating that such meteorological factors 

play important roles in the occurrence of regional air pollution. The concentrations of 

levoglucosan, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, hopanes, and n-alkanes were 625±456 and 

519±301 ng m
-3

, 32.6±24.7 and
 
28.7±20.1 ng m

-3
, 1.83±1.51 and 1.26±1.34 ng m

-3
, and 

302±206 and 169±131 ng m
-3

 for rural and urban samples, respectively. Levoglucosan is the 

most abundant organic compounds, exhibited 2-3 times higher in haze than clear days, 

suggesting biomass burning (BB) emission substantially affects the haze pollution in winter. 

Furthermore, NO3
-
 was the dominant ionic species followed by SO4

2-
, NH4

+
, Cl

-
 and other 

minor species for both sites. The δ
13

C and δ
15

N values demonstrate that anthropogenic 

activities such as fossil fuel combustion and BB are the major sources for carbonaceous and 

nitrogenous aerosols. This study implies that both the regional anthropogenic emissions and 

meteorological conditions influenced the regional haze formation, leading enhancement of 

pollution levels in eastern China during winter.  

 

Keywords: Anthropogenic emissions, diurnal variations, secondary aerosols, haze pollution, 

rural aerosol, urban aerosol. 
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1. Introduction 

Atmospheric particulate matter (PM) contains various organic and inorganic species, 

whereas many of them can affect human health and the Earth’s climate. Both natural (e.g., 

forest fires, soil dust, volcanic dust, sea-salt, botanical debris) and anthropogenic (e.g., open 

burning, fossil-fuel, vehicular emissions, and industrial processes) sources produce numerous 

organic and inorganic gases and particles, which are emitted into the atmosphere (IPCC, 

2001). They are also derived via the atmospheric oxidation of organic and inorganic species 

in the presence of sunlight and oxidants. Organic aerosol (OA) is one of the major parts of 

PM, accounting for up to 70% of the aerosol mass (Kanakidou et al., 2005). OAs contribute 

to the radiative balance by scattering sunlight, control the physiochemical properties of 

particles and potentially influence the hygroscopic activities (Hemming and Seinfeld, 2001; 

Kanakidou et al., 2005). OAs play important roles in the atmosphere to change the global and 

regional climate, biogeochemical cycling and chemical compositions (Kanakidou et al., 2005; 

P¨oschl, 2005). It is essential to fully understand the sources and molecular composition of 

OA for better evaluation of their potential impacts. Molecular markers are usually used to 

assess source contributions of aerosols whether it is dominated by primary or secondary 

organic carbon (Sheesley et al., 2015). Inorganic components in atmospheric aerosols are also 

a great concern for their climatic effect. They are more water-soluble and their hygroscopic 

properties are much higher than organics, resulting in the enhancement of CCN activity of 

particles (Zhang et al., 2012a). Biomass burning (BB) and fossil fuel combustions produce a 

large amount of organic and inorganic aerosols, which contribute widely to the global 

atmospheric particles (Bond et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2014).  

Many types of trace gases, organic and inorganic species are produced during BB 

activities. On a global scale, BB is the largest source of primary carbonaceous aerosols in the 

atmosphere (Bond et al., 2004; Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Forster et al., 2007; Guenther et 
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al., 2006). The pollutants originated from BB can be transported long distances downwind 

from the source areas. BB which is associated with open fires, crop residues, domestic and 

forest fires has drawn great scientific concern for its effects on global climate, visibility and 

human health (Cheng et al., 2013). Reid et al. (2005a, b) pointed out that BB particles have 

physical and optical properties that can affect air quality. The primary BB aerosol can be 

further oxidized (i.e., aging) to form a wide range of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) 

(Cheng et al., 2013) and secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA) (Fu et al., 2016a) during 

atmospheric transport. Recent studies focus on the precursors and formation mechanism of 

SOA from BB (Lee et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2010; Adler et al., 2011). Levoglucosan is a 

widely used organic molecular marker for BB which is produced by the pyrolysis of cellulose 

and hemicellulose in the atmosphere (Simoneit et al., 2002). Levoglucosan is considered as 

relatively stable in the atmosphere for several days (Fraser and Lakshmanan, 2000). 

However, recent studies proposed that it can be oxidized by the exposure to high loading of 

OH radicals during long-range transport (Zhu et al., 2015).   

Fossil fuel combustion also is an important source of gases and PM in the atmosphere 

(Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Kan et al., 2007; Jones et al., 2009). The consumption of fossil 

fuel combustion has been increased for the last decades due to the high urbanization rate with 

industrial development, vehicular traffic, and population growth (Bourotte et al., 2005). 

Recent studies reported that coal combustion emissions have a severe effect on visibility 

(Chen et al., 2015) and climate change (Kim et al., 2015). Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs), hopanes and n-alkanes are originated from incomplete combustion of coal, diesel, 

gasoline, and oil, etc. Homologs of hopanes are very stable in the atmosphere (Ding et al., 

2009) which is a good indicator of vehicular emissions (Cass, 1998; Schauer et al., 1996). 

PAHs have adverse health effects, e.g., carcinogenicity, immunotoxicity, reproductive 

toxicity and genotoxicity (Sverdrup et al., 2002). PAHs are emitted from both sources of 
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fossil fuel combustion and BB which can be further photo-oxidized to form SOA. Low 

molecular weight (2 and 3 aromatic rings) PAHs are often found in the gas phase while the 

larger ones (4-6 aromatic rings) are observed in the particles phase (Bourotte et al., 2005). 

Substantial SIA precursors such as SO2, NOx are also emitted from fossil fuel combustion 

(Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).  

 Ambient PM2.5 pollution has occurred frequently due to the rapid industrialization and 

urbanization, seriously influencing human health, local air quality, regional and global 

climate change, led to a great concern (Shao et al., 2006; Reiss et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 

2012b; Huang et al., 2014). BB, coal combustion, vehicular and industrial emissions are the 

major sources of heavy haze pollution in China (Adame et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015a; Cao 

et al., 2016). OAs account generally for ∼20-45% of PM2.5 in China, which is around five 

times higher than that found in North America and Europe (Wu et al., 2018). Numerous 

studies have been conducted on the characterization of organic (Wang et al., 2006a, b, 2009a, 

2011; Fu et al., 2008, 2014, Ding et al., 2014) and inorganic (Bergin et al., 2001, VanCuren 

and Cahill, 2002) aerosols from China. However, this is one of the first studies for 

simultaneous high-time-resolution (3 hrs interval) studies of OAs in urban and rural sites 

from China based on multiple offline measurements. Nanjing is one of the highly populated 

and developed cities in eastern China where several heavy industrial regions are available. 

Air pollution has been a critical issue in Nanjing due to its fast urbanization and 

industrialization. In contrast, Dongshan, a rural area which is located on the southeast bank of 

the Taihu Lake of Suzhou city in eastern China. Taihu Lake plain in Suzhou city is 

considered under the pollution transport belt which overlaps the Yangtze River Economic 

Belt (Chang et al., 2017). Dongshan, a receptor site, has a unique topography and humid 

climate where atmospheric pollutants are transported from its surrounding polluted areas. It 

has an eastern Asian monsoon climate with four clear seasons where prevailing winds change 
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seasonally. Both of the sampling sites are located in the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) region in 

the Jiangsu province which is under the control of long-range transport of air pollution in 

China. Previous field measurements, model simulations, and satellite observations studies 

have found that inter-province transport of air pollutants emitted from anthropogenic 

activities was a potential source of air pollution throughout the YRD region. 

In order to understand the sources and formation of regional air pollutions, chemical 

compositions of organic and inorganic aerosols along with organic carbon (OC), elemental 

carbon (EC) as well as stable carbon and nitrogen isotopic compositions of TC and TN have 

been studied in PM2.5 samples from the rural (Dongshan) and urban (Nanjing) sites in eastern 

China. Here, we discuss regional haze pollutions, enhanced by secondary aerosol formation 

when meteorological factors may influence the formation process significantly. The 

molecular characteristics of organic and inorganic aerosols, diurnal variations, and potential 

sources are also discussed. 

2. Experimental  

2.1 Sample collection 

The aerosol sampling campaign was conducted simultaneously in rural (Dongshan) 

and urban sites (Nanjing) in eastern China (Fig. 1). The 3-h PM2.5 samples were collected 

from the Dongshan (31.04°N, 120.26°E) and Nanjing (32.09°N, 118.78°E) using medium 

and high-volume sampler (Laoshan, Quingdao, China) from 15-28 January 2015. A total of 

192 (96+96) samples have been collected on precombusted (450 °C, 6 h) quartz fiber filters 

with sizes of 80 mm at a flow rate of 100 L min
-1 

and 8 x 10 inches at a flow rate of 1.05 m
3
 

min
-1

 from Nanjing and Dongshan, respectively. Before and after sampling, all of the filters 

were equilibrated in a desiccator for 72 h with a room temperature and relative humidity at 25 

± 0.5 °C and 30 ± 5%, respectively. After being equilibrated, the filters were weighed to 
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determine the aerosol mass and then wrapped in aluminum foils, packed in sealable 

polyethylene bags and stored at -20 °C until the analysis. 

2.2 Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis 

Organic species were analyzed by in situ derivatization thermal desorption followed 

by gas chromatography and time-of-flight mass spectrometry (IDTD-GC-TOF-MS) (Orasche 

et al., 2011). Filter punches of 4-6 mm diameter were used for analysis. Filter samples were 

placed into a direct thermal desorption unit (Linex and Optic 3, Atas GL, Netherlands) 

mounted to the gas chromatograph while internal standards (isotope labelled compounds) and 

10 µL methyl-trimethylsilyl-trifluoroacetamid (MSTFA, Macherey-Nagel, Germany) were 

added automatically by a sampling robot (PAL Focus, Atas GL, Netherlands). During 

thermal extraction, MSTFA vapor was continuously added to the carrier gas stream for 16 

min at the rate of 4 mL min
-1

. After thermal extraction and derivatization, the flow rate of 

pure carrier gas (Helium) was reduced to 0.7 mL min
-1

 with a split flow of 50 mL min
-1

, and 

GC-MS run was started. Chromatographic separation was performed on a BPX5, 25 m, 0.22 

mm ID, 0.25 µm film thickness capillary column (SGE, Australia) installed in an Agilent 

6890 gas chromatograph (Agilent, USA). Mass spectrometric detection (range of 35 to 500 

m/z) was conducted in a Pegasus III TOF-MS (Leco, USA) using an acquisition frequency of 

25 spectra per second. Evaluation of mass spectra was attempted with the Chroma TOF 

software package (LECO, USA). Quantification was carried out using a set of isotope 

labelled internal standards and external standard mixtures to acquire the individual response 

factors. The recovery experiment was performed three times and obtained an average value of 

more than 90% for organic compounds. The field-blank filters (n = 5) were analyzed 

following the same procedures as described above. The target compounds were not found in 

the blank filters. The analytical errors based on replicate analyses (n = 5) were calculated < 
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15 %. Details of the chemical analysis are described elsewhere (Sklorz et al., 2007; Orasche, 

et al., 2011). 

2.3 Ion chromatography analysis 

A small punch of each filter sample (5.07 cm
2
) was extracted with 10.0 mL ultrapure 

water (> 18.2 Ω) with ultrasonication for 30 min. The extract solution was filtered to remove 

insoluble parts and then used for major ions analysis using ion chromatography on a 

ThermoFisher Scientific ICS-5000+ system (US) equipped with an automated sampler (AS-

DV), a conductivity detector/chromatography compartment (DC) and a gradient pump (SP). 

For cation measurement, an analytical column of IonPac CS12A and a guard column of 

IonPac CG12A with aqueous methanesulfonic acid (MSA, 30 mM L
-1

) eluent at a flow rate 

of 1 mL min
-1

. On the contrary, anions were separated on an IonPac AS11-HC analytical 

column and an IonPac AG11-HC guard column with an eluent of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 

gradient solution at a flow rate of 1.5 mL min
-1

 for 0-3 min, 0.5 mM L
-1

 for 3-5 min, 0.5-5 

mM L
-1

 for 5-15 min, and 5-30 mM L
-1

 for 15-20 min. The volume of Loop was 200 μL. The 

concentrations of major ions reported here are corrected by the mean value of two field 

blanks.  

2.4 Sample analysis for carbon fractions 

OC and EC were analyzed using a Desert Research Institute (DRI) Model 2001 

Thermal Optical Carbon Analyzer (Atmoslytic Inc., Calabasas, USA). An aliquot of filter 

sample (0.53 cm
2
) was analyzed following the IMPROVE thermal optical reflectance (TOR) 

protocol and detailed procedures were given elsewhere (Bao et al., 2017). Furthermore, a 

portion of each filter (4.02 cm
2
) was extracted with 10 mL ultrapure water with 

ultrasonication for 30 min. The water extracts were then filtered through syringe filters (0.22 

μm, ANPEL, Shanghai, China) for water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) analysis by a TOC 

analyzer (TOC-L, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). All the concentrations of carbonaceous 
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components were corrected by field blanks. The analytical errors in the duplicate analyses 

were <5% for all carbonaceous components. 

2.5 Stable isotopic compositions of TC and TN 

TC and TN contents and their isotopic compositions were analyzed using element 

analyzer- isotope ratio mass spectrometer (EA-IRMS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, 

Germany). A punch (1.53 cm
2
) of each filter sample was cut off and put into a tin cup. The 

tin cups were shaped into rounded balls using a pair of flat-tipped tweezers and put into the 

autosampler of EA. The tin cups were rounded using a pair of flat-tipped tweezers and placed 

into the autosampler of EA to analyze TC/TN and their isotopic ratios. The detailed 

procedures were reported elsewhere (Fan et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019). Isotope data 

reported as δ
13

C and δ
15

N values were defined as (Wang et al., 2017): 

 

 

δ 
13

C and δ 
15

N values reported here were corrected by field blanks.  

3. Results and discussion  

3.1 Meteorological effects and diurnal variations  

Both sampling sites are located in Jiangsu province in the eastern part of China, 

whereas distance is around 200 km between them. Mostly similar temporal trends were 

observed for meteorological parameters for both sampling areas (Fig. 2). However, wind 

speed (WS) and relative humidity (RH%) were higher in the rural area (WS; 2.46 m s
-1

 and 

RH; 74%) than those in urban area (WS; 0.99 m s
-1

 and RH; 61%) due to the location of this 

rural site nearby lake area. The average temperature and visibility were 6.8 °C and 4.1 Km 

for rural as well as 6.2 °C and 3.2 Km for urban sites, respectively. Two severe haze periods 

(2015.01.16, 10:00-2015.01.17, 4:00 and 2015.01.21, 4:00-2015.01.28, 6:00) were observed 

during the campaign when visibility was mostly less than 3 Km with higher RH (Fig. 2). One 

δ 
15

N (‰) = [(
15

N/
14

N)sample / (
15

N/
14

N)standard-1]  × 1000           (2) 

δ 
13

C (‰) = [(
13

C/
12

C)sample / (
13

C/
12

C)standard-1]  × 1000            (1) 
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dust event was also found from 2015.01.18, 10:00 to 2015.01.24, 22:00 when Ca
2+

 

concentrations were high which is discussed in section 3.4. The prevailing winds in 

Dongshan are originated from the south- and northwest during the winter period when some 

air masses pass over Nanjing. 

Figure 3 shows the temperature (T) and RH-dependent distributions of OC, EC, and 

SOC mass concentrations throughout the sampling period. OC showed a strong dependency 

on RH and T in rural samples when the highest mass loading observed with high RH and T, 

indicating a major part of OC associated with secondary formation at the rural area as 

primary OC should not be influenced by those factors. In contrast, urban OC found to be less 

influenced by RH and T compare to rural samples, implying complex sources of OC in the 

urban area. Chang et al. (2017) reported complicated sources of OC in Shanghai city. 

Loadings of EC for both sampling sites are not clearly dependent on RH and T which is 

reasonable because EC is a primary emission particle. However, SOC for both sampling sites 

was highly RH- and T-dependent when the highest mass loading (>30 μg m
-3

 for rural and 

>20 μg m
-3

 for urban) documented at RH >50% and T >8 °C. These results reveal that SOA 

formation occurred by aqueous phase and photochemical oxidation reactions in the YRD 

regions during winter. 

Diurnal variations of PM mass, carbonaceous components, organic compounds, and 

major ions concentrations are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The higher values (mean) of PM2.5 

were observed at daytime (10:00-13:00, 13:00-16:00 and 16:00-19:00 LT) for both sampling 

sites with higher 95
th

 percentile values (Fig. 4a-b) when boundary layer heights (BLHs) were 

high (Rural, 509-805 m and Urban, 392-897 m), indicating secondary photochemical 

oxidation or more primary emissions enhanced pollution levels during daytime. It can be 

noted that significant values of PM2.5 were observed at midnight to late night in urban 

samples which can be elucidated by an additional emission from traffic particularly heavy 
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diesel trucks that are only permitted to run at nighttime in the city area (Wang et al., 2007). 

Notably, smaller atmospheric mixing due to lower BLHs during nighttime (Rural, 159-199 m 

and Urban, 106-182 m) may be another reason for higher pollution levels at midnight to late 

night. OC with higher 95
th

 percentile values was abundant at 10:00-13:00, 13:00-16:00 and 

16:00-19:00 LT while a similar pattern was observed for SOC, which is comparable to PM2.5 

(Figs. 4c-d and 4g-h) for both sampling sites. It reflects that photochemical oxidation at 

daytime enhances the pollution level along with secondary aerosol formation during this 

study period. In contrast, EC showed different diurnal variations with OC while higher 

concentrations were in the morning (4:00-7:00 and 7:00-10:00 LT) and evening (7:00-22.00 

LT) in the rural area. Although urban samples exhibited high values of EC from midnight to 

morning (1:00-10:00 LT) and afternoon (16:00-19:00 LT) (Fig. 4e-f), which is consistent 

with the PM2.5 level. The diurnal variations of EC were comparable with primary tracers of 

levoglucosan and PAHs (Fig. 5a-d), which is reasonable because biomass and fossil fuel 

combustions are the major sources for all of them. Diurnal variations of isotopic 

compositions of carbon (δ
13

C for TC) (Fig. 4i-j) further support photochemical aging during 

daytime which is discussed in section 3.6. These results suggest that secondary aerosol 

formation by photochemical oxidation influences the pollution levels in the YRD region 

during winter. The diurnal variations of organic tracers and inorganic ions will be discussed 

in later sections. 

3.2 PM mass and carbon fractions 

The PM2.5 mass was found to be 116 μg m
-3

 and 127 μg m
-3

 in the rural and urban 

sites, respectively. The concentrations of PM2.5, carbonaceous compounds, organic and 

inorganic components are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Higher PM mass was observed during 

haze period (Rural, 144 μg m
-3

 and Urban, 152 μg m
-3

) followed by dust (Rural, 128 μg m
-3

 

and Urban, 135 μg m
-3

) and clear days (rural, 69.7 μg m
-3

 and Urban, 76.0 μg m
-3

) (Fig. 6a-
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b), indicating more pollution occurred during haze and dust events in the YRD region. The 

similar temporal trend and a significant correlation of PM (r = 0.60, p<0.001) between rural 

and urban sites suggest that their sources or particle formation process are mostly the same 

(Figs. 7a and 8a). Several studies have been published in the heavy haze period during winter 

from China when PM2.5 level extensively influenced by regional transport (Fu et al., 2016b; 

Sha et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2016; Bao et al., 2017).  

Carbonaceous components are a major part of PM2.5 with high impacts on air quality, 

climate change, and human health. The values of OC were observed 3.48-55.0 μg m
-3

 (mean, 

21.7 μg m
-3

) and 5.03-52.3 μg m
-3

 (21.2 μg m
-3

) at the rural and urban site, respectively. 

Therefore, the concentrations of EC were found to be 0.32-11.5 μg m
-3

 (2.58 μg m
-3

) for rural 

and 0.56-8.91 μg m
-3

 (2.44 μg m
-3

) for urban aerosol. Both OC and EC showed high levels in 

rural than urban site (Fig. 9a). The level of OC during haze (rural, 25.5 μg m
-3 

and urban, 22.2 

μg m
-3

) and dust (26.7 μg m
-3 

and 26.7 μg m
-3

) events were 2 times higher than clear days 

(12.5 μg m
-3 

and 11.7 μg m
-3

) for both sites (Table 3). Similar patterns were also observed for 

EC, suggesting that mass concentrations of carbonaceous aerosols increased dramatically 

during pollution periods.  It is of interest to note that SOC was abundant in haze days 

compared to dust and clear days, implied more secondary aerosol formation during the haze 

period, a point to be discussed in section 3.5. Chang et al. (2017) proposed that carbonaceous 

aerosols were derived from both local emission and regional transport in the YRD region. A 

profound correlation between OC and EC (r = 0.71, 0.75; p<0.001) in the rural and urban 

samples (Fig. S1a-b) implying their similar sources for both locations. Moreover, significant 

correlation coefficients of OC (r = 0.60, p<0.001) and EC (r = 0.67, p<0.001) were observed 

between rural and urban samples (Fig. 8b-c). These results indicate that sources or formation 

of carbonaceous components are mostly similar in the East China region.  
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WSOC is an important part of atmospheric aerosols which contributes to the cloud 

condensation nuclei (CCN) activities. The respective values of WSOC and water-insoluble 

organic carbon (WIOC) were found to be 1.97-22.6 μg m
-3

 (mean 10.1 μg m
-3

) and 1.53-37.5 

μg m
-3

 (11.6 μg m
-3

) in the rural samples as well as 2.31-23.2 μg m
-3

 (mean 10.3 μg m
-3

) and 

1.77-29.1 μg m
-3

 (11.0 μg m
-3

) in the urban samples, respectively. WSOC showed a 

significant correlation with OC at the rural (r = 0.89, p < 0.001) and urban sites (r = 0.83, 

p<0.001) (Fig. S1c-d), suggesting that WSOC is a crucial part of OC. On the contrary, a 

meaningful correlation coefficient was observed between WIOC and EC (r = 0.76, p<0.001) 

in the rural and urban areas (Fig. S1e-f). This result reflects that a major part of WIOC is 

derived from primary sources. BB could produce a large amount of WSOC (Falkovich et al., 

2005; Kundu et al., 2010a), when a positive correlation was found between levoglucosan and 

WSOC in this study (r = 0.49 in rural and 0.73 in urban, p<0.001) (Fig. S1g-h). 

3.3 Concentrations of organic markers 

3.3.1 Levoglucosan 

A large amount of OA is derived from BB emission in the atmosphere on a regional to 

a global scale. Levoglucosan is a relatively stable species in the atmosphere and may persist 

up to 3 days in winter while transported long distances (Mochida et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 

2015). The concentration of levoglucosan was found to be 51-2500 ng m
-3

 (mean, 625 ng m
-

3
) and 100-1800 ng m

-3
 (519 ng m

-3
) at the rural and urban sites, respectively. The higher 

value of levoglucosan at the rural compared to urban area (Fig. 9b) implied that different 

source regions or local BB sources likely, house cooking/crop residue burning involved along 

with regional transport in rural winter aerosol. This result is consistent with the PSCF 

analysis when the image showed that levoglucosan significantly contributes to the rural site 

from the neighboring southwest region (Fig. 10). The concentrations of levoglucosan were 

higher than Beijing (mean 361 ng m
-3

, Li et al., 2018) and Tianjin (mean 185 ng m
-3

, Wang et 
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al., 2006b) but lower than Chongqing (mean 2519, ng m
-3

, Wang et al., 2006b) and Xian 

(mean 2915, ng m
-3

, Wang et al., 2006b).   

The values of levoglucosan in this study are comparable with the autumn non-haze 

period; however, 7 times lower than haze aerosol caused by wheat straw burning in 2007 in 

Nanjing (Wang et al., 2009b). Li et al. (2017) proposed that heavy haze pollution occurred 

during winter due to the crop residue and domestic BB emissions in the North China Plain 

(NCP) region.  The PSCF analysis showed the potential contribution of levoglucosan from 

the north and northwest part of China to the sampling site (Fig. 10), reflecting that regional 

BB emission significantly influences the pollution levels in this study region. Wang et al. 

(2018) also reported that Nanjing was dominated by northeasterly wind during the winter 

monsoon. However, the local source cannot be ignored as BB emission was recorded to be an 

important source of fine particles in the YRD region (Feng et al., 2006; Du et al., 2011). The 

results of this study are consistent with the western North Pacific Rim when levoglucosan 

was abundantly originated from open burning, domestic heating and/or cooking in northern 

and northeastern China in winter (Zhu et al., 2015). 

Clear diurnal patterns were observed for levoglucosan at the rural and urban sites, 

generally characterized by a marked peak in the morning (4:00-7:00, 7:00-10:00 LT) and in 

the evening (16:00-19:00 LT) (Fig. 5a-b), probably due to cooking. Higher 95
th

 percentile 

values of levoglucosan were found in the morning (4:00-7:00 LT), noon (10:00-13:00 LT) 

and evening (19:00-22:00 LT) for rural samples, while in the late morning (7:00-10:00 LT) 

and early evening (16:00-19:00 LT) for urban samples, reflecting that more smoke plumes 

passed over the sampling sites during this period. These results are variable with the cooking 

time in the rural area, indicating that house cooking significantly contributes to BB emission 

in the rural area which can also transport to the urban area. However, the dispersion of air 

pollution might be the reason for the low level of levoglucosan during the daytime. Biomass 
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is the major fuel (44%) used for cooking in a rural area in China (Wu et al., 2017). Wang and 

Kawamura (2005) pointed out that people use various bio-fuels for cooking in a rural area in 

Jiangsu Province. The mean values of levoglucosan were 778 ng m
-3

, 592 ng m
-3

, and 349 ng 

m
-3

 at the rural site and 633 ng m
-3

, 527 ng m
-3

 and 238 ng m
-3

 at the urban site in the haze, 

dust and clear days, respectively (Fig. 6c-d). It can be noted that several high peaks of 

levoglucosan were also observed for both sampling sites during the dust period (Figs. 7d and 

11c) and leading to poor visibility (2.2-3.3 km, Fig. 2). It is evident that BB emission 

extensively influenced the haze formation during winter in this study area.  

3.3.2 Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons  

PAHs are considered as toxic substances in the atmosphere which has bad effects on 

human health, particularly have high cancer risk (Shrivastava et al., 2017). PAHs are mainly 

emitted from various anthropogenic activities such as fossil fuel combustion, BB activities 

and open burning of plastics, etc. The concentrations of total PAHs were found to be 2.40-

136 ng m
-3

 (mean 32.6 ng m
-3

) at the rural area and 3.50-123 ng m
-3

 (28.7 ng m
-3

) at the urban 

site (Table 1). PAHs showed a significant positive correlation with levoglucosan at the rural 

(r = 0.49, p<0.001) and urban (r = 0.63, p<0.001) (Fig. S2a-b) sites, suggesting that PAHs 

partially contribute from BB activities during sampling time. The values of PAHs are 

comparable with Huangshi City (22.6 ng m
-3

) in central China (Hu et al., 2018) but 2 times 

higher than those observed in Hong Kong (14 ng m
-3

) (Wang et al., 2006b) and 3-4 times 

lower than those measured in Beijing winter aerosols (92.6 ng m
-3

) (Yu et al., 2018). 

Moreover, PAHs levels of this study are much higher than those reported in other places of 

the world such as 2.14 ng m
-3

 in Zaragoza, Spain; 3.80 ng m
-3

 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 3.16 

ng m
-3 

in Atlanta, USA and 2.79 ng m
-3

 in Bangi, Malaysia (Hu et al., 2018).  

A distinct diurnal pattern was found for PAHs in both sampling sites, while 95
th

 and 

75
th

 percentile values were higher in the early morning (4:00-7:00 LT) and in the afternoon 
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(16:00-19:00) at the urban site (Fig. 5c-d) due to the more traffic emission during this period. 

In contrast, high values were observed during 7:00-10:00 and 19:00-22:00 (LT) at the rural 

site might be transported from surrounding urban areas (as less pollution from traffic 

emission) or local coal combustions. These results are consistent with shanghai when EC was 

detected high at 8:00 and 16:00 from traffic emission (Chang et al., 2017).  Low molecular 

weight (LMW) PAHs (3- and 4-rings) were abundant, contributing to 66 % and 67 % of the 

total identified PAHs in the rural and urban atmosphere, respectively (Fig. S3a). Fluoranthene 

was detected as a dominant PAH (mean, 6.20 ng m
-3

 and 6.40 ng m
-3

) followed by Pyrene 

(5.50 ng m
-3

 and 4.90 ng m
-3

) and Benzo[b,k]fluoranthene (5.10 ng m
-3

 and 4.30 ng m
-3

) at 

the rural and urban atmosphere, respectively. The similar molecular distributions patterns 

indicate that PAHs might share a similar source or transport pathway for both sampling sites. 

An abundance of LMW-PAHs in this study reflects that major part of PAHs emitted from the 

coal-burning of house heating and cooking because LMW-PAHs could produce more due to 

low combustion efficiency when high molecular weight (HMW) PAHs are formed under a 

higher temperature condition (Wang et al., 2009a). Moreover, LMW-PAHs are easily carried 

over compared to HMW-PAHs from local sources and/or longer-range atmospheric transport 

(Syed et al., 2017).  

Some PAHs are used as indicators for their specific source emissions because 

different combustion conditions emit different types of PAHS. Usually, different PAHs ratios 

are used simultaneously to re-check the results for getting fewer uncertainties. The 

concentration ratios of fluoranthene / (pyrene + fluoranthene) (Flu / (Pyr + Flu)), 

indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene / ( indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene + benzo[ghi]perylene) (IndP / (IndP + 

BghiP)), benzo[a]anthracene / ( benzo[a]anthracene + chrysene) (BaA / (BaA + Chry)) and 

benzo(ghi)perylene/ benzo(e)pyrene (BghiP / BeP) are indicative of different emission 

sources. Yunker et al. (2002) reported that ratios of Flu / (Pyr + Flu) at 0.40-0.50 and >0.50 
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are attributable to the petroleum combustion (liquid fossil fuel combustion) and wood or coal 

combustion, respectively, whereas the current study showed this ratio of 0.54 and 0.57 at the 

rural and urban site, consequently. Ratios of IndP / (BghiP + IndP) were observed to be 0.34 

for both sampling sites, indicating emission from petroleum combustion (diesel emissions) 

(Yunker et al., 2002; Bi et al., 2005). Furthermore, a BaA / (BaA + Chry) ratio of >0.5 

represent biomass or coal combustion and 0.20-0.35 indicates petroleum combustion source 

(Khan et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2015b), whereas our study exhibited a ratio of 0.29 for rural 

and 0.26 for urban samples, suggesting emission of PAHs from the vehicular exhaust. The 

ratio of BghiP / BeP is also one of the source indicators of PAHs when 2.0 and 0.8 indicate 

vehicle exhaust and coal combustion, respectively (Grimmer et al., 1983; Ohura et al., 2004). 

In this study, the ratio of BghiP / BeP was found to be 0.82 and 0.88 in the rural and urban 

areas, consequently, implying that coal combustion was the important source for PAHs. 

Based on the ratios of PAHs in the present study, it can be proposed that PAHs were mainly 

emitted from coal combustions and vehicular emission; however, partly can be derived from 

BB emission.   

3.3.3 Hopanes  

Hopanes are considered as specific biomarkers of all mineral oil and coal-based fuels. 

They are abundantly emitted from vehicles, crude oil and engine oil (Ding et al., 2009) and 

coal combustion (Oros and Simoneit, 2000). 17α(H)-21β(H)-29-norhopane (C29αβ) and 

17α(H)-21β(H)-hopane (C30αβ) are two major hopane species identified in this study, when 

concentrations of total hopanes ranged from 0.20-6.40 ng m
-3

 (mean 1.83 ng m
-3

) and 0.00-

7.70 ng m-3 (1.26 ng m
-3

) at the rural and urban site, respectively. The values of hopanes in 

the present study are lower than in Beijing (22.0 ng m
-3

) (Wang et al., 2006b) but higher than 

Augsburg, Germany (0.54 ng m-3) (Schnelle-Kreis et al., 2007). The level of hopanes was 2-

5 times higher in haze days (rural, 2.24 ng m
-3

 and urban, 1.82 ng m
-3

) and dust days (1.86 ng 
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m
-3

 and 0.83 ng m
-3

) compared to clear days (0.67 ng m
-3

 and 0.45 ng m
-3

) in this study 

(Table 3).   

The diagnostic ratios of hopanes are used to differentiate their emission sources. The 

C29αβ/C30αβ ratios of 0.59-0.66 and 0.42 indicate emissions from gasoline and diesel, 

respectively, whereas 0.58-2.0 is attributable from coal-burning (Rogge et al., 1993; Oros and 

Simoneit, 2000). The concentration ratios of C29αβ/C30αβ was exhibited 0.48-1.87 (mean 

0.88) and 0.45-1.75 (0.94) at the rural and urban site, respectively. Most of the sample’s 

ratios including mean values were close to those in coal combustion, suggesting hopanes are 

predominantly emitted from coal combustion during winter. Usually, vehicle emissions are 

considered as the dominant source for ambient hopanes, particularly in the traffic influenced 

areas. However, hopanes were abundantly found from coal combustion in Augsburg, 

Germany during winter while summer was dominated by vehicular emission (Schnelle-Kreis 

et al., 2007). Wang et al. (2009a) also reported that hopanes were mainly emitted from coal 

combustion in winter although summer and spring patterns were different. Moreover, the 

ratios of hopanes/EC can also indicate the emission source of hopanes. The ratios of 

hopanes/EC were observed 0.91 and 1.76 ng/μg for coal combustion and vehicle emission, 

respectively, from the Zhujiang tunnel, China (He et al., 2008). The average ratios of 

hopanes/EC in this study were found to be 0.76 and 0.61 ng/μg in the rural and urban areas, 

respectively, implying coal combustion emission was the major part for hopanes during the 

sampling period.  

3.3.4 n-Alkanes  

Homologous n-alkanes (C20-C33) were detected in the aerosol samples with a 

maximum at C21 (43 ng m
-3

 at rural and 23 ng m
-3

 at the urban site) (Table 1 and Fig. S3b). 

The concentrations of total identified n-alkanes were 36-900 ng m
-3 

(mean 303 ng m
-3

) and 

34-600 ng m
-3

 (169 ng m
-3

) at the rural and urban sites, respectively. The values of the total n-
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alkanes are lower than Beijing urban area (mean 426 ng m
-3

) (Kang et al., 2018) but higher 

than that in another Chinese mega-city, Guangzhou (103 ng m
-3

) (Wang et al., 2016) and 

more than 2 magnitude higher compared to a high-latitudinal urban area in Fairbanks, Alaska 

(8.35 ng m
-3

) (Boreddy et al., 2018). The Cmax (highest concentration of n-alkanes homologs) 

is generally used as an indicator to identify the potential source of n-alkanes. HMW n-alkanes 

(C>27) are usually derived primarily from higher plant waxes (Kawamura et al., 2003), 

whereas LMW n-alkanes (C<27) are related to the anthropogenic emissions, e.g., fossil fuel 

combustion including lubricating oil, BB activities (Kang et al., 2018; Schauer et al., 2001). 

Kang et al. (2018) reported that LMW (C18-C24) n-alkanes with a major peak at C23 were 

dominated in Beijing urban area during winter due to a large contribution from coal 

combustion while other seasons, HMW n-alkanes with a peak at C29 were abundant from 

biogenic sources.  

The values of LMW n-alkanes accounted for 76 % of the total quantified n-alkanes 

for both sampling sites, indicating a substantial contribution from anthropogenic emissions. 

The carbon preference index (CPI; concentration ratio of odd to even carbon number n-

alkanes) is also used as a diagnostic proxy to evaluate biogenic or anthropogenic emissions 

(Simoneit et al., 1991). Biogenic n-alkanes that originate from vascular plant waxes, show 

stronger odd/even carbon number predominance with a high value of CPI (>>1), whereas CPI 

values are close to unity (CPI ̴ 1) in anthropogenic sources (Kavouras et al., 1999). The 

molecular distributions of n-alkanes were characterized by weak odd-carbon-numbered 

predominance with the CPI values ranged from 0.67-1.92 (mean 1.15) at the rural site and 

0.73-1.64 (1.10) at the urban site in this study. These values of CPI are close to unity, 

reflecting elevated fossil fuel combustion (e.g., coal combustion) is a major source for n-

alkanes in the YRD region during winter. The CPI values of our study are comparable to 

those from Chinese urban areas (ave. 1.16) (Wang et al., 2006b) and Tokyo (1.10-2.80, ave. 
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1.50) (Kawamura et al., 1995) where n-alkanes were mainly derived from fossil fuel 

combustion. In contrast, high CPI values were observed for Mt. Tai (ave. 4.60) (Fu et al., 

2008) and Chichi-jima atmosphere (4.50) (Kawamura et al., 2003), where a major part of n-

alkanes originated from terrestrial higher plant waxes.  

Moreover, the percent of wax n-alkanes (% wax Cn) are also used to assess the 

contributions of biogenic versus anthropogenic source emissions and higher values point out 

large contributions from biogenic sources (Simoneit et al., 2004). The average values of % 

wax Cn were 6.82 % at the rural and 6.49 % at the urban site in the present study, which are 

lower than fossil fuel emissions from Beijing (11.6 %) (Kang et al., 2018) and Guangzhou 

(17.3 %) (Wang et al., 2016) in winter, reflecting the great contribution of n-alkanes from 

anthropogenic sources. All of the indices recommend that anthropogenic activities (e.g., 

fossil fuel combustion, BB, etc.) are the dominant emission sources for the contributions of n-

alkanes in the YRD regions. Furthermore, diurnal variations of n-alkanes are comparable 

with levoglucosan and PAHs (Fig. 5e-f) which can further prove the emission sources of n-

alkanes from BB and fossil fuel combustions. In addition, n-alkanes showed significant 

positive correlations with PAHs (r = 0.73, 0.51; P<0.001 for rural and urban, respectively) 

(Fig. S2a-b) and levoglucosan (r = 0.41 and 0.75; P<0.001 for rural and urban, respectively) 

(Fig. S2c-d), implying that n-alkanes mainly derived from fossil fuel combustion and BB 

emissions which is consistent with above all the findings.   

 3.4 Inorganic ions 

Inorganic ions are generally water-soluble and contribute to about one-third of the 

particle mass and play an important role in the environmental changes (Yao et al., 2002; 

Wang et al., 2005). The values of individual ionic species measured in the rural and urban 

samples in eastern China are given in Table 2. NO3
- 
was found as the dominant ionic species 

and its concentrations were 28.8 μg m
-3 

and 30.7 μg m
-3

, accounting for 37.1 % and 34.6 % of 
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the total measured ionic mass at the rural and urban areas, respectively. The second most 

abundant species was found to be SO4
2- 

(23.6 μg m
-3 

and 25.8 μg m
-3

 at the rural and urban 

sites, respectively) followed by NH4
+
 (17.0 μg m

-3
 and 21.1 μg m

-3
), Cl

-
, Ca

2+
, K

+
, Na

+
, Mg

2+
, 

and NO2
-
. All of the major ions showed higher concentrations at the urban site (Fig. 9c), 

which is reasonable because of the more anthropogenic/industrial activities. SIA (NO3
-
, SO4

2-

, NH4
+
) contributed almost 90% to the total ionic mass, demonstrating the substantial 

formation of secondary aerosols in the YRD region in winter. This result is consistent with 

the high concentrations of precursors (NOx, SO2, NH3) in winter from fossil fuel combustion 

in the NCP, YRD regions (Yan et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2010) while SO4
2-

 and NO3
-
 primarily 

formed through atmospheric oxidation of SO2 and NOx, respectively (Seinfeld and Pandis, 

2006). The major source of NH3 are from agricultural activities and vehicular exhaust in 

Chinese urban area (Chang et al., 2016), whereas NH4
+
 has other sources also i.e., 

volatilization of animal waste, BB, and emissions from human excreta (Pavuluri et al., 2011a; 

Aneja et al., 2012).  

The contributions of nss-SO4
2-

, nss-K
+
 and nss-Ca

2+
 (estimated according to Ni et al., 

2013) to the total SO4
2-

, K
+,

 and Ca
2+

 values were on average more than 99 %, 98 % and 

98%, respectively for both sampling sites, indicating minor contributions from marine 

compared to anthropogenic sources. The values of ionic species in this study, particularly 

NO3
-
, SO4

2-
 and NH4

+
 are comparable to those reported in the NCP (NO3

-
, 26.1 μg m

-3
; SO4

2-
, 

28.1 μg m
-3

 and NH4
+
, 21.4 μg m

-3
) (Li et al., 2017) and Kathmandu Valley, Nepal (NO3

-
, 

9.47 μg m
-3

; SO4
2-

, 27.3 μg m
-3

 and NH4
+
, 17.5 μg m

-3
)  (Wan et al., 2019); however, 2-20 

times higher than Chennai, India (NO3
-
, 0.88 μg m

-3
; SO4

2-
, 8.70 μg m

-3
 and NH4

+
, 2.06 μg m

-

3
) (Pavuluri et al., 2011a) and Sapporo, Japan (NO3

-
, 1.22 μg m

-3
; SO4

2-
, 3.47 μg m

-3
 and 

NH4
+
, 0.68 μg m

-3
) (Pavuluri et al., 2015). The higher concentrations of SIA implying that 

large emissions of their precursors (e.g., NOx, SO2 and NH3, etc.) from anthropogenic 
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activities (fossil fuel combustion and BB) and favorable meteorological conditions in winter 

play a major role to form SIA in the atmosphere. It is noteworthy that NOx, SO2 and NH3 are 

the primary precursors to form new particles such as NO3
-
, SO4

2- 
and NH4

+
 contributed 40-57 

% to PM2.5 in China (Yang et al., 2011).  Kunwar et al. (2014) proposed that NO3
-
, SO4

2- 
and 

NH4
+
 were dominant in winter over the western North Pacific Rim when pollutants originated 

from fossil fuel combustion, BB and industrial emissions in East Asia.  

Nss-K
+
 is generally considered as another tracer of BB (Sullivan et al., 2011); 

however, K
+
 has other sources also e.g., soil dust, vegetation and meat cooking, etc. (Zhang 

et al., 2010). Nss-K
+
 showed a significant correlation with levoglucosan at the rural (r = 0.48, 

p<0.001) and urban sites (r = 0.78, p<0.001), suggesting major part of K
+
 originated from BB 

emissions. Less correlation coefficient (r-value) for rural samples indicates that K
+
 partly 

derived from additional sources such as soil dust and/or vegetation in the rural area. A 

significant positive correlation was found between rural and urban samples for SIA species (r 

= 0.59-0.63, p<0.001) (e.g., SO4
2-

;
 
Fig. 8e), demonstrating that similar formation pathway 

concurred to form regional secondary aerosols, possibly due to the influence by 

meteorological factors (e.g., RH%). A significant Pearson correlation coefficient was also 

observed for nss-Ca
2+

 (r = 0.70, p<0.001) (Fig. 8f), indicating regional dust transport 

influence the atmospheric aerosols. This result is invariable with dust episode including 

similar temporal trends, which was observed during 2015.01.18,10:00 to 2015.01.12,16:00 

for both sampling locations (Fig. 11c). Although the urban area’s level (mean 2.88 μg m
-3

) 

was higher than the rural site (1.41 μg m
-3

) (Fig. 9c) probably due to the local construction 

activities. 

As the above sections discussed the regional severe haze pollution as well as dust 

event during the sampling period, a high abundance of ionic species, particularly SIA 

components (e.g., SO4
2-

) were observed during haze pollution (Fig. 6g-h). The concentrations 
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of SO4
2-

, NO3
-
 and NH4

+
 were found to be 2-3 times higher in haze days than those of dust 

days and clear days (Table 3). On the contrary, nss-Ca
2+

 exhibited 4-15 times higher value 

during dust event (5.36 μg m
-3 

at the rural site and 6.70 μg m
-3 

at the urban site) compared to 

haze (0.39 μg m
-3 

and 1.50 μg m
-3

) and clear days (0.38 μg m
-3 

and 1.09 μg m
-3

) (Table 3 and 

Fig. 6i-j). Figure 6g-j shows that higher 95
th

 percentile values were observed for SIA species 

in haze episode, whereas nss-Ca
2+

 was the dominant species during the dust event. It reveals 

that secondary aerosols play a crucial role in haze formation, resulting in high pollution in the 

YRD regions. Li et al. (2017) pointed out that primary emissions from coal combustions and 

BB as well as SO4
2-

 formation from SO2 (originated from coal combustions) are the important 

driving factors to form haze pollution in the NCP region.   

3.5 Secondary aerosol formation  

Secondary pollutants including secondary organic and inorganic aerosol are formed 

via homo and heterogeneous chemical reactions in the atmosphere which can substantially 

affect the air quality. The formation mechanism of secondary aerosol, particularly SOA is 

very complex and still poorly understood. SOC was estimated using EC-tracer method 

(Castro et al., 1999; Lim and Turpin, 2002) when the concentrations were found to be 0.54-

37.4 μgC m
-3

 (mean 12.9 μgC m
-3

) at the rural site and 0.16-29.3 μgC m
-3

 (11.7 μgC m
-3

) at 

the urban site, accounting for 59 % and 56 % of OC, respectively. The value of SOC was 

observed around 2-3 times higher during haze days (mean, 16.9 μgC m
-3

 for rural and 15.3 

μgC m
-3

 for urban) compared to dust (11.0 and 9.45 μgC m
-3

) and clear days (6.0 and 6.41 

μgC m
-3

) (Fig. 6e-f), reflecting the substantial formation of SOA during the haze period. A 

recent study has documented that SOA contributed 30.2 % to organic matter (OM) in winter 

at a suburban site in the YRD region when local BB emissions influenced the SOA yield 

(Huang et al., 2013). Furthermore, SOA from BB contributed 10 % to OC and 7 % to fine 

particle mass in winter at a rural site in northern Italy (Gilardoni et al., 2011).  
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The SOC results of this study are consistent with liquid water content (LWC) while 

values were 1 order of magnitude higher during haze period (256 μg m
-3

) than dust (25.1 μg 

m
-3

) and clear days (42.3 μg m
-3

) at the rural site and 5 times higher during haze period (103 

μg m
-3

) compared to dust (23.0 μg m
-3

) and clear days (28.7 μg m
-3

) at the urban site. SOC 

and LWC exhibited a higher peak during the haze period for both sampling sites as shown in 

Fig. 7b-c. These results indicate that aqueous phase chemistry plays an important role to form 

SOA in the YRD region. Because aerosol LWC is a key factor to control the aqueous phase 

formation of aerosol in the atmosphere (Carlton et al., 2006; Ervens et al., 2008). Moreover, 

aerosol LWC largely affects the partitioning of water-soluble organic compounds and thus 

substantially contributes to SOA formation (Hodas et al., 2014). Gilardoni et al. (2016) 

pointed out that aqueous SOA from residential wood combustion accounted for 4-20 % of the 

total OA mass in Europe. Previous studies have documented that anthropogenic inorganic 

species (acidic) e.g., SO4
2−

, NO3
−
 control aerosol LWC significantly and regulate the 

transformation of water-soluble gaseous organic precursors to surface of the deliquescent 

aerosol particle and/or to cloud water (Faust et al., 2017). Recent studies have reported the 

role of anthropogenic SO4
2-

 over the southeastern U.S.A and NO3
- 
from Po Valley, Italy in 

controlling the aerosol LWC (Hodas et al., 2014; Carlton et al., 2013).   

SIA (i.e., SO4
2-

, NO3
-
 and NH4

+
) are also an important part of fine particulate matter 

(PM2.5), which have potential impacts on air quality and human health. Detailed results of 

inorganic species are interpreted in section 3.4. SIA is formed generally through the oxidation 

and neutralization of sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and ammonia (NH3). 

Different formation paths of NO3
- 
for day and night are observed by the gas-phase oxidation 

of OH and the hydrolysis of nitrogen pentoxide (N2O5), respectively (Fu et al., 2016a). Huang 

et al. (2014) reported that severe haze pollution occurred by the formation of secondary 

aerosol, which contributed 30-77 % and 44-71 % to PM2.5 and OA, respectively, in Beijing, 
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Shanghai, Guangzhou and Xi’an cities during winter when SOA and SIA both were 

important (SOA/SIA = 0.6-1.4). In the present study, SIA exhibited similar temporal trends 

with SOC during severe haze pollution days, suggesting influenced by LWC (Figs. 7b-c and 

11a-b). Similar diurnal variations were observed for SOC and SIA (e.g., SO4
2-

) for both 

sampling sites while characterized by high peaks at the daytime due to a greater extent of 

photochemical oxidation (Figs. 4g-h and 5g-h) although higher BLHs were observed at the 

daytime (see section 3.1). Significant correlations were also found between SOC and SIA (r = 

0.65-0.79, p<0.001) and (0.63-0.86, p<0.001) at the rural and urban sites, respectively (Fig. 

S2e-f). These results demonstrate that the formation of SOA and SIA follow a similar 

pathway when impacted by meteorological factors (see section 3.1). Diurnal variations of K
+
 

(primary product) can be further confirmed photochemical oxidation of SIA during the 

daytime because K
+
 was not showing high values at daytime (Fig. 5i-j).  

3.6 Stable carbon (δ
13

C) and nitrogen (δ
15

N) isotopic composition of aerosols 

Stable isotopic compositions of bulk carbon and nitrogen (δ
13

C and δ
15

N) of aerosol 

particles are used to assess the sources and formation pathways of OAs (Pavuluri et al., 

2011b; Aggarwal et al., 2013; Kirillova et al., 2013) although there is overlap in their range 

values for every defined source. The mean value of δ
13

C for TC at the rural samples was 

found to be −25.3 ‰ with a range of −26.6 ‰ to −22.3 ‰, whereas the same value of −25.3 

‰ (mean) with a range of −27.4 ‰ to −22.3 ‰ was observed for the urban samples. These 

values are comparable with those reported from the suburban area in Northern Beijing (He et 

al., 2015), an urban area in Beijing (Ren et al., 2018) and Mumbai city, India (Aggarwal et 

al., 2013) where fossil fuel combustion and C3 plants burning were considered as the 

dominant sources. Narukawa et al. (2008) also proposed that arctic aerosols extensively 

influenced by the continental anthropogenic pollution with the δ
13

C value of –25.7±0.7 ‰ 

when Tokyo urban aerosols showed similar δ
13

C value (–25.0±0.8 ‰) of TC. In addition, a 
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slightly higher δ
13

C value of TC (–27.3 ‰) was found in Vancouver tunnel aerosols 

(relatively fresh from traffic), whereas no significant differences between OC and EC fraction 

(Huang et al., 2006). This value is comparable with our δ
13

C value of urban samples (upper 

range –27.4 ‰), which is reasonable because of the more traffic emissions in the urban area. 

Martinelli et al. (2002) reported the δ
13

C value of −25.8±0.5 ‰ from the C3 plant dominated 

region in southeast Brazil. On the contrary, the δ
13

C value of TC ranged −23.13 ‰ to −26.40 

‰ was observed from coal combustions and motor vehicles in the Chinese urban area (Cao et 

al., 2011).  

The higher values of δ
13

C were observed during dust events (2015.01.18,10:00 to 

2015.01.12, 16:00) at the rural (−22.8 ‰ to −25.9 ‰, mean −24.5 ‰) and urban site (−22.3 

‰ to −27.0 ‰, 25.1 ‰) (Fig. 11c-d) might be influenced by regional soil dust contribution. 

A significant positive correlation was also found between δ
13

C and Ca
2+

 for both the rural (r 

= 0.80, P<0.001) and urban (r = 0.71, P<0.001) samples (Fig. S2g-h) during dust episode, 

which imply that dust derived carbonate carbon potentially affects the δ
13

C ratios in this 

study. Kawamura and Watanabe (2004) pointed out that δ
13

C values of TC increased with an 

increment of Ca
2+

 concentration (during Asian dust event) in Gosan, South Korea aerosol 

samples. The profound positive correlation coefficient (r = 0.74, P<0.001) was found for the 

δ
13

C value of TC between rural and urban samples, demonstrating that similar formation 

process or source emissions affect the carbonaceous aerosols compositions in this study area.  

In the present study, daytime δ
13

C values were higher than nighttime for both 

sampling locations while similar diurnal variability was exhibited for SOC (Fig. 4g-j), 

reflecting that the enrichment of δ
13

C during daytime due to the photochemical aging. Recent 

studies have documented that the values of δ
13

C of TC are increased with aerosol 

photochemical aging (Wang et al., 2010; Aggarwal et al., 2013). Generally, organic 

compounds discharge CO2/CO when reaction with OH radicals, resulting in the evolved 
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species increased with the lighter isotope (
12

C) and the rest part of organic matter enriched in 

the heavier isotope (
13

C) due to kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) (Hoefs, 1997; Aggarwal et al., 

2013). Hence, the increment of 
13

C in an aerosol can broadly be ascribed to aerosol 

photochemical aging; however, the initial value of δ
13

C depends on their sources. Similarly, 

the enrichment of 
13

C occurred by photochemical oxidation was also reported for 

dicarboxylic acids (e.g., oxalic acid, one of the dominant photo-oxidized products in the 

aerosol) from remote marine (Wang and Kawamura, 2006) and East Asia continent 

(Aggarwal and Kawamura, 2008). The above discussions demonstrate that δ
13

C values of TC 

in this study are consistent with the values acquired for aerosol particles from the mixed 

anthropogenic activities such as BB and fossil fuel combustions, which are invariable with 

tracer composition results (see section 3.3). It is also important to note that the δ
13

C values 

from these sources getting high during daytime due to the photochemically aged when 

pollution levels were high (Fig. 4), indicating secondary aerosol formation control the 

regional pollution levels in the YRD region during winter. 

The values of δ
15

N of TN in aerosol particles provide crucial information about the 

nitrogen sources either primary or secondary (Kundu et al., 2010b; Pavuluri et al., 2010). The 

δ
15

N values of TN were found to be −9.6 ‰ to +13.7 ‰ (mean +0.87 ‰) at the rural samples 

and −6.2 ‰ to +11.6 ‰ (+1.5 ‰) at the urban samples. The δ
15

N values are lower than a 

suburban area in Beijing, China (He et al., 2015) and urban area in Chennai, India (Pavuluri 

et al., 2010) but similar wide range values (−15 ‰ to +12.5 ‰) were observed from the semi-

rural area in the UK (Kelly et al., 2005). The higher δ
15

N values were observed during dust 

event for both sampling sites (+6.2 ‰ for rural and +5.6 ‰ for urban), whereas low values 

(e.g., negative values mostly) were exhibited during haze days such as −0.8 ‰ for rural and 

−0.04 ‰ for the urban site. These results reveal that during dust episode soil nitrogen might 

contribute to the aerosol particles, in contrast in the heavy haze days, anthropogenic activities 
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e.g., fossil fuel combustion and BB emit substantial amounts of nitrogen in the atmosphere 

(see NO3
-
 sources in section 3.4). Kundu et al. (2010a) and Kelly et al. (2005) reported 

isotopic compositions of nitrogen from soil source more than +5.0 ‰ while negative δ
15

N 

values of TN were noted from coal combustion, although C3 plants burning showed values 

up to +20.0 ‰ (Widory, 2007).   

4. Summary and conclusions 

PM2.5 samples were collected simultaneously from rural and urban areas located in the 

YRD region in eastern China during winter on 15-28 January 2015. Carbonaceous 

components, organic tracers (levoglucosan, PAHs, hopanes, and n-alkanes), water-soluble 

inorganic ions, δ
13

C of TC and δ
15

N of TN were identified in the present study. The 

concentrations of PM2.5 and OC at the rural and urban sites were 2 times higher during haze 

than clear days, suggesting serious pollution occurred during haze period in the YRD area. 

Moreover, rural and urban samples exhibited similar temporal trends and a remarkable 

correlation (r = 0.60, p<0.001) for PM mass, indicating pollution sources or their formation 

pathways are mostly the same. Diurnal variations of chemical species demonstrated that high 

pollution raised in the daytime due to the photochemical oxidation process. Moreover, OC 

and SOC potentially dependent on the relative humidity (RH%) and temperature (T °C) 

suggesting that meteorological factors largely influenced the air pollution levels. 

Levoglucosan is a specific tracer of BB, which was exhibited 2-3 times higher in haze 

days compared to clear days during the campaign, indicating a large effect of haze pollution 

by BB emission. LMW-PAHs (3- and 4-rings) were abundant for both sampling sites when 

PAHs showed a significant correlation with levoglucosan (r = 0.49 and 0.63, p<0.001). It 

reflects that PAHs mainly emitted from coal combustion and BB emissions of house heating 

and cooking because more LMW-PAHs are emitted due to low combustion efficiency. The 

diagnostic ratios of PAHs and hopanes also suggest that they are mainly derived from coal 
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combustion and vehicular exhaust emission, whereas n-alkanes emitted from the 

anthropogenic sources e.g., fossil fuel combustion and BB emission. The molecular 

distributions of n-alkanes were identified by weak odd-carbon-numbered predominance with 

a maximum at C21 and mean CPI values at 1.15 and 1.10, which are close to unity, 

demonstrating substantial contributions of n-alkanes from anthropogenic sources. The % wax 

n-alkanes were observed 6.82 % (rural) and 6.49 % (urban), whereas n-alkanes showed 

significant correlation and similar diurnal patterns with levoglucosan and PAHs, reflecting 

that n-alkanes mainly emitted from fossil fuel combustion and BB emissions.  

SOC and SIA along with LWC exhibited a higher peak during haze period for both 

sampling sites while SOC showed a profound correlation with SIA, indicating aqueous phase 

chemistry plays an important role to enhance secondary aerosols during haze days. However, 

similar diurnal variations with the higher concentrations at daytime were observed for SOC 

and SIA, implying photochemical oxidation also significantly affect secondary aerosol 

formation. SOC and SIA contributed almost 60 % and 90 % to the OC and total ionic mass, 

respectively, suggesting the substantial formation of secondary aerosols in the sampling area. 

Furthermore, meaningful correlation coefficients were observed between rural and urban 

samples for SIA species i.e., SO4
2-

 (r = 0.63, p<0.001), NO3
-
 (r = 0.59, p<0.001) and NH4

+
 (r 

= 0.64, p<0.001), indicating that similar formation pathway occurred to form regional 

secondary aerosols, probably due to the influence by meteorological factors (e.g., RH%). A 

significant correlation coefficient was also found between both sampling sites for nss-Ca
2+

, 

indicating regional dust transport affects the atmospheric pollution levels. The values of 

stable carbon isotope compositions of TC (δ
13

C) in this study revealed that anthropogenic 

activities such as fossil fuel combustion and BB are the dominant sources for carbonaceous 

aerosols. In contrast, values of stable nitrogen isotope compositions of TN (δ
15

N) 
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demonstrated that soil nitrogen along with fossil fuel combustion and BB are the major 

sources for nitrogenous aerosols.  

Most of the organic compounds were dominant in the rural site, whereas PM mass, 

OC, EC, and inorganic species were more abundant in the urban samples, indicating the 

urban atmosphere is more affected by industrial/anthropogenic emissions. The results of this 

study demonstrate that regional anthropogenic sources and meteorological factors (e.g., RH, 

temperature, etc.) enhance the pollution levels during haze event in the YRD region in eastern 

China, which affect the regional climate.   
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Table 1. Ambient concentrations of organic compounds (ng m
-3

) and PM2.5, OC, EC, WSOC, and 

SOC (μg m
-3

)
 
in the atmospheric aerosol samples from the rural and urban sites in eastern China.  

Species 
 Rural (Dongshan)     Urban (Nanjing)  

Mean±SD
a
 Range Mean±SD

a
 Range 

 
PM2.5 

116±49.8 

 

24.2-249 

 

127±55.4 

 

28.7-283 

 
OC 21.7±10.7 

 

3.48-55.0 

 

21.2±9.45 

 

5.03-52.3 

 
EC 2.58±1.68 

 

0.32-11.5 

 

2.44±1.63 

 

0.56-8.91 

 
WSOC 10.1±4.15 

 

1.97-22.6 

 

10.3±4.23 

 

2.31-23.2 

 
SOC 12.9±7.73 

 

0.54-37.4 

 

11.7±6.21 

 

0.16-29.3 

 
Anhydro-sugar     

Levoglucosan 625±456 51.2-539 519±301 105-1775 

PAHs     

Fluoranthene (Flu) 6.18±3.91 0.71-20.7 6.40±4.97 

 

0.88-39.9 

 Pyrene (Pyr) 5.45±3.96 0.56-22.7 4.91±3.63 

 

0.49-25.6 

 
Benzo[a]anthracene (BaA) 1.51±1.70 0.08-8.89 1.02±0.86 

 

0.10-4.61 

 
Chrysene (Chry) 3.31±2.91 0.21-14.9 2.87±2.15 

 

0.31-11.5 

 
Benzo[b,k]fluoranthene (Bb,kF) 5.13±4.06 0.34-21.8 4.31±3.10 

 

0.62-13.4 

 
Benzo[e]pyrene (BeP) 2.55±2.16 0.15-11.6 2.18±1.52 

 

0.04-9.15 

 
Benzo[a]pyrene (BaP) 2.04±2.24 0.09-11.5 1.92±1.44 

 

0.25-6.93 

 
Perylene (Per) 0.40±0.40 0.00-1.85 0.31±0.42 

 

0.00-2.61 

 
Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene (InP) 1.01±0.93 0.06-5.49 1.21±2.45 

 

0.15-24.1 

 
Benzo[ghi]perylene (BghiP) 2.05±1.92 0.10-12.2 2.05±1.94 

 

0.32-13.9 

 
Dibenzo[a,h]anthracene (DahA) 0.18±0.46 0.00-4.55 0.15±0.16 

 

0.00-0.88 

 
Coronene 2.02±1.71 0.00-8.72 1.07±1.50 

 

0.00-12.5 

 
Retene 0.78±1.44 0.00-13.4 0.32±0.52 

 

0.00-3.34 

 
subtotal 32.6±24.7 2.39-136 28.7±20.1 

 

3.54-123 

 Hopanes     

17α(H)-21β(H)-29-norhopane (C29αβ) 0.85±0.71 0.06-2.91 

 

0.60±0.66 

 

0.00-3.70 

 
17α(H)-21β(H)-hopane (C30αβ) 0.97±0.79 

 

0.07-3.68 

 

0.66±0.70 

 

0.00-3.99 

 subtotal 1.83±1.51 

 

0.14-6.42 

 

1.26±1.34 

 

0.00-7.69 

 n-Alkanes     

C20 38.7±28.4 

 
3.34-106 16.9±18.0 

 

1.66-107 

 
C21 43.1±33.3 

 
3.94-133 23.5±219.2 

 

4.13-120 

 
C22 39.6±928 

 

4.53-147 

 

22.0±17.1 

 

3.97-86.0 

 C23 29.6±120 

 

3.28-93.0 

 

19.0±14.4 

 

2.92-73.0 

 C24 30.4±21.6 

 

3.82-109 

 

19.0±16.9 

 

2.52-89.0 

 C25 27.0±21.7 

 

3.26-148 

 

16.2±12.7 

 

2.63-65.3 

 
C26 22.5±17.4 

 

1.48-114 

- 

11.4±10.2 

 

0.00-48.5 

 C27 14.4±11.2 

 

1.52-73.3 

 

9.19±7.90 

 

0.00-40.8 

 C28 17.2±12.7 

 

0.25-64.5 

 

8.06±7.27 

 

0.00-35.5 

 C29 15.3±11.9 

 

1.10-63.2 

 

8.14±6.11 

 

0.00-29.1 

 C30 8.71±6.69 

 

0.19-30.0 

 

4.24±4.57 

 

0.00-29.8 

 C31 7.69±5.29 

 

0.27-26.4 

- 

6.63±6.23 

 

0.00-26.7 

 C32 4.04±2.87 

 

0.00-14.4 

 

1.94±2.30 

 

0.00-12.2 

 C33 4.37±4.22 

 

0.00-21.3 

 

2.73±3.37 

 

2.7312.9 

 subtotal 302±206 

 

36.3-943 

 

169±131 

 

34.2-575 

 aStandard deviation (OC refers to organic carbon, EC refers to elemental carbon, WSOC refers to water-soluble organic carbon and 

SOC refers to secondary organic carbon.) 
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Table 2. The values of inorganic components (μg m
-3

) and δ13
C of TC and δ

15
N of TN (%) in the 

rural and urban samples (PM2.5) in the YRD region in winter. 

 

Species 
           Rural            Urban   

Mean±SD
a
 Range Mean±SD

a
 Range 

 
Na

+
 0.49±0.23 

 

0.10-1.25 

0.100 

 

 

0.62±0.33  

 

0.18-1.91  

 NH4
+
 16.8±7.53 

 

3.89-36.0 

 

20.9±11.1 

 

 

4.77-45.8 

 

 
K

+
 1.0±0.52 

 

0.12-2.37 

 

1.32±0.66 

 

 

0.29-3.81 

 

 
Mg

2+
 0.06±0.08 

 

0.00-0.43 

 

 

0.15±0.13  

 

 

0.00-0.68  

 

 
Ca

2+
 1.41±3.11 0.01-16.9 

 

2.88±3.53 

 

0.15-16.2 

 Cl
-
 4.24±3.24 

 

0.30-15.5 

 

 

 

6.15±4.82  

 

 

0.77-21.1  

 

 
NO2

-
 0.03±0.04 

 

0.00-0.27 

 

 

0.12±0.11  

 

 

0.00-0.72  

 

 
NO3

-
 28.4±15.5 

 

3.57-67.7 

 

 

30.7±16.9 

 

 

3.13-71.2 

 

 
SO4

2-
 23.5±9.84 

 

6.61-47.1 

 

25.7±14.2 

 

 

7.13-76.1 

 

 
δ

13
C (%) -25.3±0.80 

 
-22.7 to -26.6 -25.3±1.05  

 

-22.2 to -27.4 

 δ
15

N (%) +0.87±5.02 

 

-9.59 to +13.7 

 

+1.50±4.30 

 

-6.24 to +11.6 

  

 

 

 

Table 3. The values of different chemical species in the rural and urban samples (PM2.5) from eastern 

China during the haze, dust, and clear day events. 

 

Species 
             Rural            Urban   

Haze Dust Clear Haze Dust Clear 

 a
PM2.5 144±40.0 

 

120±38.8 56.7±22.6 156±49.2 
 

115±39.9 
 

66.6±20.3 
 a

OC 25.7±10.3 

 

 

24.7±7.36 

 
10.5±5.22 24.1±8.94 

 

23.9±7.57 
 

10.6±4.50 
 a

EC 2.60±1.14 

 

4.03±2.44 

 
1.33±0.82 2.27±1.12 

 

3.70±1.90 
 

1.08±0.44 
 a

WSOC 12.0±3.45 

 

10.8±3.11 

 
5.39±2.31 11.3±3.38 

 

11.1±3.65 
 

5.97±3.74 
 a

SOC 16.9±7.09 

 

11.0±6.69 

 

 

6.03±3.56 15.3±5.65 
 

9.45±5.26 
 

6.41±3.28 
 b

Levoglucosan 778±493 597±425 349±237 633±306 
 

526±246 
 

238±114 
 b

PAHs 41.4±28.7 30.0±9.18 15.0±16.6 36.7±22.5 
 

25.6±12.8 
 

12.6±5.66 
 b

Hopanes 2.24±1.60 1.86±0.88 0.67±1.06 1.82±1.62 
 

0.83±0.63 
 

0.45±0.16 
 b

n-alkanes 334±213 394±133 122±105 241±135 
 

115±83.1 
 

63.2±26.5 
 a

Ca
2+

 0.39±0.46 5.36±5.19 0.38±0.47 1.50±1.71 
 

6.70±4.08 
 

1.09±0.55 
 a

NH4
+
 22.4±5.15 12.9±6.20 9.07±3.29 29.0±8.34 

 

12.9±7.73 
 

12.9±4.10 
 a

NO3
-
 36.9±12.7 

 

29.8±13.7 

 

10.6±6.47 

 
41.5±15.1 
 

23.9±11.2 
 

13.0±5.47 
 a

SO4
2-

 30.0±8.10 

 

20.1±7.29 

 

14.0±4.72 

 
34.4±14.0 
 

16.9±7.90 
 

16.2±4.42 
 δ

13
C (%) -25.5±0.67 

 

-24.5±0.72 

 

-25.5±0.71 

 
-25.5±0.97 
 

-25.1±1.25 
 

-25.7±0.73 
 δ

15
N (%) -0.77±3.44 

 

+6.22±5.61 

 

-0.79±3.92 

 
+0.64±3.62 
 

+5.63±3.06 
 

-1.04±3.02 
 aμg m-3, bng m-3 
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Figure 1. A map of sampling sites in the rural (Dongshan) and urban (Nanjing) area located in eastern 

China. 
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Figure 2. Diurnal variations of wind direction, wind speed, temperature, relative humidity (RH%) 

and visibility in the rural and urban aerosols from 15-27 January 2015.  
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Figure 3. Distribution of OC, EC, and SOC mass concentrations in the rural and urban aerosols from 

15-27 January 2015. The color scale reflects mass concentrations. 
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Figure 4. Diurnal variations of the values of PM2.5, OC, EC, SOC, and δ
13

C at the rural and urban 

samples in the YRD region. The mean, median, 5
th
, 25

th
, 75

th
, and 95

th
 percentiles are indicated in the 

first left figure of the top row. 
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Figure 5. Diurnal variations of the concentrations of different chemical species at the rural and urban 

samples in the YRD region. The mean, median, 5
th
, 25

th
, 75

th
, and 95

th
 percentiles are indicated in the 

first right figure of the top row. 
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Figure 6. Concentrations of chemical species (μg m
-3

) in the rural and urban areas from 15-27 January 

2015. The mean, median, 5
th
, 25

th
, 75

th
, and 95

th
 percentiles are indicated in the first figure of the top 

row. 
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Figure 7. Three hours variations of (a) PM2.5, (b) secondary organic carbon (SOC), (c) liquid water 

content and (d) levoglucosan mass concentrations during our study period. 
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 Figure 8. Correlations of different species between rural and urban samples during the sampling 

period in the YRD region, China. 
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Figure 9. Concentrations of (a) PM2.5, OC, EC, WSOC, and SOC (b) organic compound 

classes (c) inorganic components detected in the rural and urban aerosols. PAHs refers to 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The inset panels represent the corresponding components 

for which the concentrations are low. 
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Figure 10. The potential source contribution function (PSCF) of PM2.5, OC, SOC, levoglucosan, SO4
2-

, and Ca
2+

 at the rural site in eastern China during the sampling period. The color scales indicate the 

values of PSCF.  
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Figure 11. Time series of the concentrations of inorganic ions and δ
13

C of TC at the rural and urban 

samples during the study period in the YRD region. 
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Highlights 

 

● Meteorological factors such as relative humidity, temperature and solar radiation, etc., play 

an important role to form a secondary aerosol during haze period, which enhances the 

pollution level in eastern china. 

 

● Molecular compositions of aerosols for both sampling sites reflecting their similar pollution 

sources and/or formation process.  

 

● Anthropogenic sources such as fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning emissions 

significantly contribute to PM2.5 in the YRD region atmosphere. 

 

● Local sources and regional transport increase the atmospheric pollutions in the YRD 

region. 
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